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From: Lynne Gledhill 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:41 AM
To: GHInfo FIN:EX; director@stopsmartmetersbc.ca; Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: exorbitant hydro fees

Dear Sir or Madam.                               
  
I am a senior citizen and I would like to protest the fees that are proposed by BC Hydro for my 
wanting to keeping my analogue meter.  This fee of $35 a month which is going to be $420 a 
year is preposterous.  How can they get away with penalizing the people that have concerns 
about health, security and privacy and why should I have to pay for the smart meter upkeep.  
  
I am living on my pension, everything is going up in price constantly, by leaps and bounds, 
but my pension does not go up in that rate of increase. What am I supposed to do? I have to 
buy food and pay the bills that come every month, and now I have to find this extra money for 
keeping something working that I already have and is in good condition. 
  
How am I supposed to  find that type of extra billing of $35 every month and for what?? I don't 
get a Hydro bill every month it is every 2 months so that is just 6 bills a year.  I can phone in 
my meter numbers to BC Hydro every 2 months.  Why should I have to pay for 12 meter 
readings when only 6 would be done.    
  
I ask you to reject this application from BC Hydro for this fee to keep my analogue meter.  
What happened to our choice on keeping the analogue meter? Having these fees added to our 
bill is not giving me much of a choice when my income is stretched as it is.  I am being 
dictated to and manipulated.  I do not want a smart meter  and I should still be able to have 
that choice without a penalty.  I should be able to keep my analogue meter and my rights and 
not have to pay such a ridiculous fee to support something that I don't have or need. 
  
This extortion on the people of BC who have concerns of the health risk of the smart meter 
should be stopped dead in it's tracks until which time you people confirm the long term safety 
of the smart meter and if this penalty is justifiable.  The BCUC should be supporting the 
people and not a huge money grabbing corporation that BC Hydro is.  I wish to keep my 
analogue meter without having these fees and manipulation that is going on to force me into 
this. 
  
Thank you 
Rosa Liedl 
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